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by Cicero Acad. II. 63. I may note that
in 581 the reading of Baehrens, persta nee
for persuade et of MSS., is nearer the mark
than L. Mueller's pervade. I t is quite
possible that Ribbeck may be right in
proposing Arcesilae for the corrupt narcesibai
in 362 : in numero quorum nunc primus
Trebellius multost Lucius narcesibai senium
vomitum pus. The words may have been
put into the mouth of a muscular centurion,
who objected to Trebellius as a vile product
of the philosophical schools.

VI. 79, iam deciens redit in rugam. No
real parallel has been produced for the use
of ruga as ' a purse.' Why it should ever
have been supposed (see Conington) that
Juvenal XIV. 325, rugam trahit, is an imita-
tion of this passage, is hard to understand.
Rugam seems to me to be an error of the
MSS. for bulgam, which means ' purse ' in
Lucil. 185 and in a fragment of Varro's
Menippean Satires. In these Satires Varro
of course frequently imitated Lucilius.

J. S. REID.

MOELLER'S HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

History of the Christian Church, A.v. 1—600,
by the late Dr. WILHELM MOELLEK,
Professor Ordinarius of Church History
in the University of Kiel. Translated
from the German by ANDREW RUTHERFOED,
B.D. London : Swan Sonnenschein and
Co. 1892. 15s.

THIS is a Church History of the first rank,
and in some ways perhaps the best we have.
Whoso wants a repertory of the facts of
Church History accurately given, well
brought up to date, and provided with
ample references to the recent literature of
the subject, he will be thoroughly satisfied
with Dr. Moeller's labours.

These merits are of the highest; but the
drawbacks are serious. The arrangement

is a strange one, which turns back from
Diocletian to Irenaeus, and from Benedict
of Nursia to Arianism. Style there is none,
even in the original; and in the translation
things are not at all improved. Tacts are
crowded together without much indication of
their relative importance beyond occasional
Clarendon type. Above all, the view taken
is entirely an outside one, and singularly
lifeless. Dr. Moeller is much more inter-
ested, for example, in giving a catalogue of
Tortullian's works than in clearly stating
his relation to heathenism or Montanism.
As a book of reference, the work is admir-
able ; but even the original can only be read
continuously by those who have the diges-
tion of an ostrich.

H. M. GWATKIN.

Flaton, Ph€don, par PAUL CotrVREUR. Paris,
Hachette et Cie. 16mo. pp. li. 344.

THIS is a school edition of the Pliaedo with intro-
duction and brief explanatory notes. In the
introduction, after a short account of Plato's life,
the editor proceeds to deal with the Pliaedo first as a
philosophical treatise, next as a work of art.
Writing for boys, he wisely refrains from entering
unon the abstruser questions of Platonic philosophy,
raised directly or indirectly by the dialogue ; just as
in his commentary he passes lightly over the meta-
physical difficulties with which the later part of the
dialogue abounds. At the same time this part of
the introduction can hardly be considered quite
satisfactory. M. Couvreur is very sceptical about
the possibility of a chronological arrangement of the
dialogues; and yet he boldly affirms that the
tenth book of the Sepublicis posterior to the Phaedo :
the only reason assigned is that ' Socrate, exposant
une preuve de 1'immortalite de l'ame, parait bien
renvoyer a celles qu'il developpe dans le Phedon.'

Other statements to which exception could be taken
are less misleading for young readers. The latter
part of this section is much better : the editor warns
his scholars that they mint distinguish' between
' substantial immortality,' which alone can be
deduced from Plato's reasoning, and ' personal
immortality,' in which, as our editor holds, Plato
believed, although he knew it to be undemonstrable.
The section which follows, on the literary side of the
Phaedo, is excellent. Next comes a very concise
analysis of the dialogue. The introductory portion
includes also a critical appendix and a note on
orthography.

The notes are extremely concise and for the most
part sound and scholarly : though a few instances
may be found of obscurity or error. For instance
what are we to make of the note on 59 E 're\evri)(rti:
en style direct, Te\ewr^<reis. De la le subjonctif avec
&v' ? And just below is not the explanation of
at>cv<t>'f]ftfiije as ' le contraire de eu0?;/tejV' likely to
lead beginners to a confusion about the first member
of the compound ? Again, on 67 C, M. Couvreur
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should not have told his pupils that the genitive oZ
(personal pronoun) is not found in prose : there are
at least four instances in Plato himself. In 77 D,
StaffKfSivvviriv is rightly retained, but wrongly
explained. On 109 D, it is erroneously said that
'dans le Timfe, la terre tourne.' A few more
mistakes might be added to the list, which neverthe-
less would not be a long one. A fair instance of the
editor's power of compressing his information into
the smallest compass is the note on 85 C : 'Mi irpo-
cuplaTaaSai depend toujours de fiii ov%h e t les deux
negations se detruisent. M7) ovxi, qui ne s'emploie
regulierement qu'apres une proposition negative,
s'explique ici parce que y.a\6aKov = avavSpov = ovic
arSpeiov.' Possibly, owing to this brevity, the notes,
despite their clearness, will not always enable the
learner to see his way through a sentence at a glance :
but they are none the worse for that.

There are some new readings in the text (to say
nothing of a few very old ones), of which the most
important is 1\Ki<Tra for ixd\urTa in 68 C. In matters
of interpretation there appears to be nothing par-
ticularly new.

In print, paper and binding this little book will
compare favourably with many English school-books
costing three or four times as much.

R. D. ARCHER-HIND.

Latin Prose Composit ion. By 6 . 6. RAMSAY,
M.A., LL.D. Vol . I . Third edition, is. 6d.

THE book consists of a series of notes on Syntax,
with easy progressive exercises intended to illustrate
them, and with help-notes, followed in Part II. by
harder continuous passages for translation, with an
Appendix of Hints for Elementary Prose and a
Vocabulary and Index.

The combination of Grammar and Exercise-book
has some advantages, but for practical use in writing
Latin Prose a separate and continuous Syntax,
easy for reference, should be at hand. The danger
of help-notes at the foot of a passage is that boys
eagerly look down and substitute the easier English
below for the harder above, without connecting the
two, or referring the change to any general law ; and
so they gain little help for similar difficulties else-
where. Help-notes also like ' use the imperfect,'
with no reason added, do little good. In these
respects no doubt the book might be improved ; but
the notes are good and useful, and sometimes are
sensibly put in the form of suggestive questions,
e.g. 'What tense does the sense require ?'

The Syntax in the way of general principles (e. g.
Case-meanings) takes for the most part the line, and
embodies the results, of recent studies (esp. English
and American); but in details has a tendency to
revert to old lines ; e.g. 'The Supine in -um is an
accusative of Motion Towards' (p. 48). ' Motion to a
place (p. 52) is invariably expressed by the Accusa-
tive.' [Surely uses like ob- (ad-) cquitare, ob- (ad-)
venio, it clamor &c, &c, c. dat. deserve notice.] 'The
Ablat. Absolute Construction, e.g. Tevenientedie....
...canebat, is independent of the rest of the sentence,'
p. 92 [as if more independent than noctc proxima
or luceprima]. 'Hocfacerem I would do this , 'p .
247 § 18(5). The following may be given as instances
of more novel views, not to be adopted too hastily ;
' Mducre ut &c. (p. 181), lit. to have fears as to its
happening' ; 'tantum abest ut ornem...lit. the fact
that I adorn, &c. ' (p. 149). On the whole the book
may be recommended as likely to be of much prac-
tical use, especially for boys in the middle forms of
public schools.

J. E. N.

De Dual! Graecorum et emoriente e t revivis-
cente . Hermannus Schmidt. (A reprint from
the Breslauer philologische Abhandlungen.) 1893.
pp. 54.

PREVIOUS investigators, especially G. Blackert,
Bieber, Keck, and Meisterhans, had traced the
gradual recession of the Dual down to the time of
Aristotle, and G. Schmid in his Atticismus had called
attention to its reappearance at the end of the first
century of the Christian era ; but it still remained to
follow its fortunes during the intervening period.
This has been now done with great care and industry
by Hermann Schmidt, who thus states the general
conclusions arrived at. The use of the dual in in-
scriptions died out in 329 B.C. ; its use in Jiterature
about 100 B.C. ; but under Augustus a revival took
place, the first sign of which is visible in Dionysius
of Halicarnassus, who devoted so much attention to
the study of the Attic historians and orators. From
the tables supplied it appears that there are ninety
examples of the dual in the works of Aristotle.
Taking these as covering 3,000 Teubner pages, we
get an average of three for every hundred pages
(3 p.c.), while the pseudo-Aristotelian treatises have
six in 1,400 pages (0'57 p.c) . Theophrastus has
2'2 p . c , Euclid none in 750 pages, Archimedes none
in 400 pages, but pseudo-Euclides has 2'5 p . c ,
pseudo-Archimedes 3'3 p.c. Polybius has 2 p . c ,
Diodorus none in 2,200 pages, Strabo none in 1,170.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus has 13 in 1,800 pages
(0'7 p .c) , pseudo-Dionysius 6 in 30 pages (20 p .c ) ,
Philo has 0-77, Josephus 1-15, Plutarch 1"1 and
pseudo-Plutarch 2 7 p . c , Dio Chrysostom 6'4 and
pseudo-Dio 26 6 p . c , while Timaeus Locrus has
7 in 14 pages (50 p .c) . Other tables are given
showing what forms of the dual occur, and to what
extent in each writer, whether alone or in conjunc-
tion with Sio or Sl/upa. From these we learn that the
verbal dual, which is not found in inscriptions after
B.C. 417, is absent from literature iu the interval be-
tween Aristotle and Josephus, and that, out of the 90
instances of the dual in Aristotle's works, 79 are
joined with either Svo or aixipw, implying, as Schmidt
remarks, that the dual was scarcely strong enough to
stand by itself. Even the presence of Svo or Hfupw is
not always enough to retain the dual in the noun, as
we find in Aristotle (Anal. Pr. ii. 11) flKrifi/J-fvaiv
a/upoiv TO>V TpoTdaeav. Perhaps it might have been
well to distinguish here the case in which afitpa
serves as the attribute of a subject, from such a case
as e| afupoiv aerSiv, where afupa stands for the subject
and aaraip is predicative ('where both are citizens'),
since, the extension of the predicate being usually
greater than that of the subject, the dual naturally
changes to the plural in the latter case.

The forms of Svo are exhibited in a special table,
from which it appears that Aristotle has 90 examples
of G. Svoiv, 8 of G. Svclv. and 80 of G. Svo, while for
Dative he has 12 of Svoiv, none of Sveiv, 23 of Svo and
60 of Svai. In Euclid the only form of the Genitive
is Wo, which occurs 319 times : for the Dative he
uses Svo 47 times and Svai 137 times. Polybius
never uses 8uoiV, but has 12 examples of G. Sveiv, and
4 of G. Svo, while for Dative he uses Sveiv once, 81J0
twice, and Svai 17 times. Diodorus has 36 examples
of G. SuoiV, 12 of G. Sveiv, 15 of G. St'o, using Svai
only for the Dat., of which he has 38 examples.
Dionysius, who never uses Svoiv, has 67 examples of
G. Sweii' and 10 of G. Sio, while he uses D. Sveiv once,
D. Svo twice, and D. Svai 34 times. Strabo again
never uses Svoiv, bat has 30 examples of G. Sveiv and
4 of G. Svo, 1 of D. Svftv and 19 of D. Svai. Plutarch
has 69 of G. Svoiv, 101 of G. Sveiv, 17 of G. Sio, 2 of
D. Svoiv, and 49 of D. Svai. J. B. M.


